Israel/Lebanon/Golan 26 February

After Hizbollah downed an Israeli drone, the Israeli army announced striking Hizbollah targets in eastern and southern Lebanon; Lebanese sources reported multiple casualties. In response, Hizbollah launched several dozen rockets towards the Golan Heights.

Israel/Lebanon 25 February

Defence Minister Yoav Gallant warned that “in the event of a temporary truce in Gaza, we will increase the fire in the north, and will continue until the full withdrawal of Hizbollah [from the border] and the return of the residents to their homes… The goal is simple – to push Hizbollah back to where it should be. Either by an agreement or by force”.

Washington/Yemen 24 February

CENTCOM reported that “USS Mason intercepted an “Anti-Ship Ballistic Missile (ASBM) launched into the Gulf of Aden from Iranian-backed Houthi controlled areas of Yemen. The missile was likely targeting MV Torm Thor, a U.S.-Flagged, owned, and operated chemical/oil tanker”; Another missile likely aimed at the same tanker impacted the water causing no damage or injuries”. CENTCOM additionally downed “two one-way attack unmanned aerial vehicles over the southern Red Sea in self-defence. A third UAV crashed from an assessed in-flight failure”.

Washington/Yemen 24 February

The U.S. and UK led “strikes against eighteen Houthi targets in Iranian-backed Houthi terrorist-controlled areas of Yemen. These strikes from this multilateral coalition targeted areas used by the Houthis to attack international merchant vessels and naval ships in the region”.

Washington 23 February

The U.S. sanctioned Iran’s Ministry of Defence and Armed Forces Logistics (MODAFL), as part of a network “through which Russia has acquired and produced deadly unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)".
Updated -> Washington/Yemen 23 February

CENTCOM downed “three Houthi one-way attack UAV near several commercial ships operating in the Red Sea. There was no damage to any ships”. [NEW] It additionally struck “seven Iranian-backed Houthi mobile anti-ship cruise missiles that were prepared to launch towards the Red Sea in self-defence”.

Updated -> Washington/Yemen 18 February

CENTCOM reported that “two anti-ship ballistic missiles were launched from Iranian-backed Houthi terrorist-controlled areas of Yemen toward MV Rubymar, a Belize-flagged, UK-owned bulk carrier. One of the missiles struck the vessel, causing damage. The ship issued a distress call and a coalition warship along with another merchant vessel responded to the call”. [NEW] On 23 February, CENTCOM said that the Rubymar was “anchored but slowly taking on water. The unprovoked and reckless attack by Iran-backed Houthi terrorists caused significant damage to the ship, which caused an 18-mile oil slick”.